
A responsive web 
application to learn 
variety of dancing styles 
and enhance skills with 
complimentary training at 
the comfort of your home.

Thrive is designed with a mobile first approach by focusing greatly in UI and 
responsive design aspects.

Dance is gaining popularity as an exercise form; 
however, users are still constrained with the 
need for going to physical studios unlike the 
opportunity of doing other exercises at home. 
This makes regular practice for improving in 
dance and its complementary aspects of 
flexibility and strength hard to maintain.

Thrive offers a responsive web application which 
includes online dance, flexibility and strength 
classes as well as focused challenges from 
expert trainers for users to practice regularly at 
home, allows scheduling to plan personal goals 
and allows keeping track of personal progress.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Explore Thrive
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Class Detail

Solution

 Explaining why I do what I did is important - I need 
to communicate my design decisions clearly. In 
order for my motivations to be understood, I 
should always refer to emotions I want to create 
along with persona and user flows

 Pen and paper are designer’s best friends. Using 
design tools daily made it easier to use them in all 
stages; however, sketching can help to focus on 
foundations better

 “Mobile first” helps to construct a responsive 
structure in a more feasible manner.

 I am planning to complete the screens I haven’t 
worked on through the course like profile and 
settings to add them to my prototype

 By conducting usability testing, I also want to see 
the complete product in action in order to 
understand improvement opportunities

 I will get desktop and tablet flows detailed and also 
work on their prototype to reflect the complete 
responsive experience

 I will add Thrive to my personal website when I 
finish constructing it.
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Based on the persona description provided in the brief, I have constructed a persona card 
to reflect Thrive’s target user group and defined my scope regarding user stories. With 
user stories, I have constructed user flows to elaborate on how Thrive can answer 
Rebecca’s needs.

PERSONA  AND USER STORIES

Based on my user flows, I have initially constructed low/mid fidelity wireframes to explore both the 
layout of each screen in releated flows and  how I can provide different features in different steps of 
user’s journey together. Through the process, I have applied UI design specs like color, grids and 
typography to finalize the design of the interfaces. Below are the examples to visualize my approach.

PROGRESSIVE APPROACH

Meet Rebecca

What Rebecca Needs

“As a new user, I want to learn about different exercises, 

so that I can figure out what is best for me.”

“As a frequent user, I want to be able to schedule exercises for working out, so that I 
build positive habits.”

“As a frequent user, I want to track progression and record what I’ve done, so that I 
can see my progress over time.”

“As a new user, I want to be shown how the exercises are done, 

so that I know I’m doing them correctly.”

Check  User F low

Check  User F low

Check  User F low

Check  User F low

Main Categories

With two moodboards, I have explored the tone of Thrive in terms of how I desire the platform to be 
associated with by users - movement, expresiveness, boldness while being welcoming and motivating. 
I got the inspiration from industrial looking sports and dance clubs with neon signs and how dancers 
make themselves stand-out from background with bright outfits. The moodboards guided me about 
my choices in colors and typography to catch Thrive’s young, always moving and expressive vibes.

FEELING THRIVE

To make Thrive responsive, fluid grids are used. For mobile designs, 375 px is 
taken as a reference for breakpoint. For tablet, the breakpoint is considered 
as 768 px and for desktop, breakpoint is considered as 992 px.

Working on Thrive allowed me to explore how I can construct the visual language of a design 
from scratch. Throughout this process, I had the opportunity to decide what emotions I want to 
reflect, how to reflect them also regarding usability and defining standards to maintain 
consistency.

ACCESS THRIVE ANYWHERE

PERSONAL RETROSPECTIVE

Styleguide is constructed in a way to define branding and user interface standards of Thrive. 

STYLEGUIDE

Moodboards

Using Thrive In Context

Color

Typography

#EE7857

238 120 87

#F4F1E7

244 241 321

#FFF0E1

255 240 225

#FCFBF7

252 251 247

#DBDBDB

219 219 219

#9E74EB

158 116 235

#182840

24 40 64

#8F96A2

238 120 87

Orange as primary color and purple as secondary color resonate with the feelings I aim 
to rise - welcoming, motivating, passionate, powerful and dedicated. 



By using earthly tones as background, I feel like I managed to focus the attention on 
content and actions I would want users to take. Additionally, the platform will include 
abundant of images and video content; therefore, I wanted background to be as simple 
as possible.



For title, body and caption texts, I stayed away from pure black and used a darker blue 
as pure black is tiresome to read. I have used two shaed of gray for reflecting hierarchy 
as relying on font weight only wouldn’t be sufficient.

Montserrat is used on titles and subtitles due to its wide shape for 
providing ease of readability. It is also geometric to reflect the boldness I 
would want the product to be associated with.

Rubik is used on body texts and captions. Like Montserrat, it also has 
geometric outlines and therefore, I think they will look harmonious together. 
Compared to Montserrat, characters have more rounded edges and I think 
this will contribute in body and caption content to feel friendly and 
welcoming.

Montserrat and Rubik are also typefaces that have different weights. This 
attribute is beneficial to define hierarchy within content.

Montserrat, Bold, 16 pt Montserrat, Bold, 14 pt

Subtitle 1 Subtitle 1

V iew  Complete Sty legu ide
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Bottom Bar Variations

Home CategoriesSchedule Challenges Progress

Bottom navigation with selected menu item
Bottom action button example with primary action button

Next Question

Buttons and Links

Primary Action Button Secondary Action ButtonFloating Primary Floating Primary Icon

Ghost Button  IconGhost Button Text link 1 Text link 2

Text: #EE7857, Button 1 Text: #EE7857, Button 2

50

50

Input Fields

Text field default

Text field with icon defaultText field with icon default

Background: #EE7857

Text: #FFFFFF, Button 1

Height: 42 pt

Background: None

Text: #EE7857, Button 2

Height: 42 pt

Background: #FFFFFF

Border: #EE7857, inside 1 px

Text: #EE7857, Button 1

Height: 42 pt

Background: #EE7857

Text: #FFFFFF, Button 1

Height: 42 pt

Drop shadow is used.

Background: #EE7857

Text: #FFFFFF, Button 1

Icon: #FFFFFF

Height: 42 pt

Drop shadow is used.

Text field with icon focused Text field with icon with input
Text field with input error

Text field focused Text field with input
Text field with input error

This is an error text.

This is an error text.

Name
Name

|
Name

Cansu

Password

Name

Cansu

Password

|
Password

Lorem
Password

Lorem

Background: None

Text: #EE7857, Button 2

Icon: #EE7857

Height: 42 pt

Tab Menu

Card Variations

Selection Boxes

Acrobatic Dance Styles

Urban dance, strip plastic, high heels, exotic pole 
dance, breakdancing

Acrobatic Dance Styles

Urban dance, strip plastic, high heels, exotic pole 
dance, breakdancing

Checkbox: 16x16

Checkbox unselected

Radio button: 16x16

Checkbox selected

Radio button unselectedRadio button unselected Radio button selected

Beginner

I am new to dancing, flexibility and strenght related 
training.

Moderate

I have taken few classes about dancing, flexibility 
and strenght.

Individual selection items

Chips and Pickers

Selected Chip

Chips

Unselected Chip

Calendar Date Picker

September  2021

S U N M O N T U E W E D T H U F R I S AT

1313029282726

25242322212019

18171615141312

111098765

4321302928

32

Carousel Date Picker

2
ThuWed

1
Fri
3

Sat
4

Sun
5

Mon
6

50

50

Overview Single MoveFull Lesson

Unselected text: #182840, Body 2

Selected text: #EE7857, Body 3

Carousel Card Variations

Progress Indicators

Flexibility

Increase flexibility for 
advanced dance moves 
or for feeling good.

Dancing

Explore diffrent dance 
styles from modern to 
acrobatic.

Strength

Work on your strength 
and mobility to increase 
range of motion.

Anastasia 

Sokolova

Pole dance 
instructor

Dylan

Warner

Mobility 
instructor

Louisa 

Paterson

Ballet fitness 
instructor

Category cards on landing page

Video cards

Instructor cards

Card without icon

Progress card

Pole Dance:

Beginner Pole Sport 1

Basic walking, climbing 
and spinning

Heels Dance:

Heels Dance Level 1.1

Walking in heels tips and 
basic techniques

Pole Dance:

Beginner Pole Sport 2

Combinations for basic 
moves

From beginner to advanced

24 modules 240 lesson videos

Pole Dance

Card with icon

with Anastasia Sokolova

12 lessons 12 h 30 min

Beginner Pole Sport 1

Card without image

Fiery Core

Daily Core Strength

10 min 30 sec Ashley Galvin

Total Middle Split Training

20 h 45 min

D M YW

Tab Picker

Used in “My Stats” under “Progress” menu

Question 1 out of 3

Survey progress Onboarding steps

5674 56

Header Variations

Landing page header
Main menu header

THR IVE

Detail page header

Beginner Pole Sport 1Get ThriveLogin

THANK YOU 

FOR YOUR TIME.

Explore Thrive

Rubik, Medium, 16 pt

Button 1

Rubik, Medium, 14 pt

Button 2

Rubik, Regular, 16 pt

Body 1

Rubik, Bold, 14 pt

Body 3

Rubik, Regular, 12 pt

Body 4

Rubik, Regular, 10 pt

Caption

Rubik, Regular, 14 pt

Body 2

Montserrat, Bold, 18 pt

Headline 1

Montserrat, Semibold, 18 pt

Headline 2

https://www.figma.com/proto/ZGdsMsIyt6VUv1fN7ldrVZ/Thrive?page-id=214%3A14566&node-id=214%3A14567&viewport=243%2C48%2C0.11&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=214%3A14567
https://www.figma.com/proto/ZGdsMsIyt6VUv1fN7ldrVZ/Thrive?node-id=317%3A21066&viewport=243%2C48%2C0.1&scaling=min-zoom&starting-point-node-id=320%3A21138&show-proto-sidebar=1
https://www.figma.com/proto/ZGdsMsIyt6VUv1fN7ldrVZ/Thrive?node-id=317%3A21066&viewport=243%2C48%2C0.09&scaling=min-zoom&starting-point-node-id=320%3A21138&show-proto-sidebar=1
https://www.figma.com/proto/ZGdsMsIyt6VUv1fN7ldrVZ/Thrive?node-id=317%3A21066&viewport=243%2C48%2C0.08&scaling=min-zoom&starting-point-node-id=320%3A21147&show-proto-sidebar=1
https://www.figma.com/proto/ZGdsMsIyt6VUv1fN7ldrVZ/Thrive?node-id=317%3A21066&viewport=243%2C48%2C0.1&scaling=min-zoom&starting-point-node-id=320%3A21120&show-proto-sidebar=1
https://www.figma.com/proto/ZGdsMsIyt6VUv1fN7ldrVZ/Thrive?node-id=301%3A19163&viewport=243%2C48%2C0.19&scaling=min-zoom&starting-point-node-id=301%3A19164
https://www.figma.com/proto/ZGdsMsIyt6VUv1fN7ldrVZ/Thrive?page-id=214%3A14566&node-id=214%3A14567&viewport=243%2C48%2C0.11&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=214%3A14567
https://www.figma.com/proto/ZGdsMsIyt6VUv1fN7ldrVZ/Thrive?page-id=214%3A14566&node-id=214%3A14567&viewport=243%2C48%2C0.11&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=214%3A14567

